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Test site SchillerslageIntroduction

Field and laboratory Spectral Induced Polarisation

Conclusions

Raphael Dlugosch, Raphael Holland, Thomas Günther, 
Julia Holzhauer & Ugur Yaramanci

Comparing MRS with laboratory NMR

- the spectral QT-inversion (Müller-Petke and 
Yaramanci, 2010) of MRS data show three water 
saturated layers with different T2

* times

- longer T2
* times correlate qualitatively with coarse 

material

- the T2
*  distributions obtained from laboratory 

NMR measurements on borehole samples confirm 
the MRS results qualitatively

- the log mean estimated from the decay time dis-
tributions of MRS and laboratory NMR, as used for 
K estimation, show better agreements

Borehole description (left) and partial water content (PWC) distribution of T2
*  derived from QT-inversion of MRS data (middle). T2  decay time distributions 

(right) from laboratory NMR on samples (blue) compared to the QT-inversion result at respective depth (red). The vertical line marks the respective log mean 
decay time.

Comparison of aquifer parameters derived from 
different methods

- depth and thickness of the aquifers can be resolved by 
MRS measurements
- the QT-inversion scheme show better resolution for parts 
of the lower aquifer (16-22 m) than the commonly used 
SAMOVAR code
- Porosity (Φ): MRS inversions show water contents up to 
0.4. This was confirmed by measurements of the bulk 
density and laboratory NMR.
- Hydraulic conductivity:  K from MRS and laboratory 
NMR were estimated according to Seevers (1966): 
K = CK • Φ • (log mean T2)2. 
After adjusting the MRS results to K of the first aquifer 
obtained from grain analysis we were able to predict K for 
the lower aquifer. Disagreements at depth of around 10 m 
will be further studied.

Borehole description (left), comparison of total water content (mid left), (log-mean) 
T2(*) (mid right) and hydraulic conductivity (right) over depth derived from different 
methods and inversion schemes.
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Structurally coupled cooperative inversion
Independent inversions using smooth 1D models (parameterisation dz=0.5 m)

MRS model (left) and data (right, red) fit DC resistivity model (left) and data (right, red) fit IP phase model (left) and data (right, red) fit

- layers clearly visible
- parameter not well determined

- highly ambiguous
- 2nd aquifer too low

- Humus, peat, till & marl with high phases
- Till layer too shallow

Structurally coupled inversions after Günther & Rücker (2006) Model integration using cluster analysis

Unsaturated zone

Aquifer 1a

Gravelly till

Loamy till

Aquifer 1b

Aquifer 2

Marl

MRS amplitude inversion clearly distinguishes aquifers from aquicludes and provide reliable estimates of water content using the 
direct relation. Moreover, by a spectral inversion of the whole time series' a distribution of decay times can be obtained that agree 
with laboratory data. From the log mean T2

* we can derive hydraulic conductivity estimates using the Seevers formula. However the 
factor CK need to be determined by other data.

The DC/IP method is also able to describe the subsurface layers, mainly due to the high phase responses of the till and marl layers. 
However it is more complicated to derive hydraulic conductivities. The porosity estimates using Archie's law probably suffer from 
inexact assumptions about the fluid conductivity in both field and lab. From the imaginary part of the conductivity we can predict 
hydraulic conductivities using Börner or Slater approaches. They show better accordance, but are still not accurate enough.

A combination of all three data can be achieved by structural coupling, which overcomes the smooth models or the dependence on 
prior data. A simple integrated model with improved properties can be obtained by cluster analysis of the three parameters. However, 
in order to fully exploit the information in the data, a combined spectral inversion of both MRS and SIP is needed.
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New hydrogeophysical methods examined at the test-site Schillerslage
 – Derivation of hydraulic parameters in the field scale – 

In hydrogeophysics there are numerous methods able to structural invest-
igate aquifers and aquicludes. However, reliable hydraulic parameters 
such as porosity (Φ) and hydraulic conductivity (K) are needed to charac-
terize the groundwater layers quantitatively.
Promising new methods are Magnetic Resonance Sounding (MRS) and 
Spectral Induced Polarisation (SIP), since the relaxation processes de-
pend on the pore size distribution. We apply both field and laboratory 
measurements on a well-known test site. Empirical petrophysical relations 
are used to derive Φ  and K which are compared to results of standard 
methods with the aim of  geophysical site assessment using a minimal 
amount of invasive and expensive data. Test-site Schillerslage – measurements and borehole description.

As typical in Northern Germany, two medium sandy aquifers are 
separated by a fine-grained till layer. These quaternary sediments 
are overlaying cretaceous marls. Some thin peat layers are de-
tected in the first aquifer. The water table varies between 1 and 
2 m depth.
A borehole reveals the geology and provides cores for laboratory 
measurements. Field MRS and SIP soundings were carried out at 
the borehole position and are accompanied by numerous other 
data such as georadar, seismics, borehole logging, water level 
and conductivity monitoring, but also grain size analyses, K tests 
on liners and cylinders. 

Magnetic Resonance Sounding and laboratory NMR

Potential of gephysical methods for hydrogeological parameters.

Hydraulic parameters derived from SIP

- Porosity (Φ) is calculated from SIP data by using a modified Archie 
law (Börner et al., 1996) 
- Hydraulic conductivities  after Börner et al. (1996) by a Kozeny-
type equation and after Slater and Lesmes (2002). Both use the 
relation between specific inner pore surface (Spor) and σ''. 

- Porosities from field SIP around 0.35 from 5 to 12 m are realistic 
for middle sand and agree with lab bulk density measurements 
- disagreements in other parts of the aquifers are probably caused 
by lateral and horizontal changes in fluid conductivity   
- results from SIP laboratory measurements show high uncertainties 
due to strong temporal variations in resistivity and phase
- K values after both applied approaches are in the correct range
- K values from SIP lab and field data agree well due to similar 
imaginary conductivity

Geology as resolved by the SIP sounding

- Low σ' (<2e-3 S/m) in the upper unsaturated layers
- Medium σ' (2e-3 to 6e-3 S/m) in both aquifers 
- High σ' (>2e-2 S/m) in fine grained till and marl

- Low σ'' (<10e-5 Ohmm) in both aquifers
- High σ'' (>5e-4 Ohmm) in fine grained till and marl
- Slightly higher σ'' at 2 m depth due to peat layers

- Lab data are varying strongly around values obtained from the 
field data but are in the same order of magnitude

- SIP sounding and SIP lab measurements were conducted with the SIP Fuchs
- presented results are from single frequency analyses of 366 mHz (sounding) and 45.8 mHz (lab measurements) 
- inversion model used fixed layer boundaries taken from geology. First the resistivity was inverted, then the phase shifting
- inverted resistivity and phase shift is directly transformed into real (σ') and imaginary conductivity (σ'')

Real (left) and imaginary conductivity (middle) from 1D model of SIP sounding 
data and SIP lab measurements. Description of the borehole (right).

Porosity (left) and K estimates (middle) from SIP data compared to lab K 
values from grain size analyses, bulk density measurements and direct 
K measurements. Description of the borehole (right).
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- sharper and more coin-
ciding layer boundaries
- similar properties in 
same cluster
- reliability shading from 
membership 
- cluster centres more 
representative
- lower boundary still not 
resolved
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